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Heroes. Role models.
Fathers.

To all the dads out thereTo all the dads out there

June is all about celebrating the fathers in our lives, especially on Friday

nights! 

Check out these specials happening at the Club during the month of June

and make sure to get the whole family involved! 
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Book now >Book now >  

Cool weather, hot specials!

Raffle time!Raffle time!

Enter a raffle for R100 a ticket and stand a chance to  win a pair of Rudi

Project Sunglasses. To enter purchase your ticket at the Arabella Pro Shop

 

Winter specialsWinter specials
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Rhode Island Belt and Cutter & Buck Wallet for R460 a combo.

Prepare for winter with our Callaway gift pack for R599 (beanie, scarf, socks

& mittens).

New arrivalNew arrival

Callaway beanies for R299 each. 

Staying warm during winter with fashionable golfing gear has become a

whole lot easier.

Reserve yours >

Could you save 5 shots per
round?

 

A simple test to benchmark your putting setupA simple test to benchmark your putting setup
 

The jury is out on this one. The evidence shows that, if one is more

important than the other, then it’s marginal. We think this myth has come

about as the industry tries to educate golfers that weight is very important.

And it is.
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If the angle of your putter

face is just 2° out at impact then,

even from just 6 feet you’re

going to miss.

 

If you miss most putts in the 6 – 12 foot range then the chances are you

have a face angle challenge. For most, that problem starts at the address

position. Benchmark your skill level:

 

 

Get a check-upGet a check-up
Improving your ability to square the putter face at impact will take up to 5

shots off your scorecard. There are some simple keys to that improvement.

So come and see us.

 

Book a check-up >Book a check-up >
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An innovation that benefits 
all golfers

 

The Srixon Z-Series Irons bring forging to even more golfers. You can have

distance and the perfect look, sound, and feel. You can work the ball and

have the perfect look, sound, and feel. Or, you can have both.

 

Learn more >Learn more >

Enjoy the journey
 

Golf is the greatest game on the planet. Great playing experiences. Great

social experiences. Amazing friendships. The healthy outdoors. Add a

"journey" and the game becomes even better.
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 We want you to get more out of your golf and to play better golf. We all

know better golf is more fun. But the journey that takes you to a better

game should also be fun. 

 

 

 



 

 

Start a journeyStart a journey
Take the first step on your own journey. Speak to us about our Play Nine

Together or Personal Assessment and we’ll show you a pathway to better. 

 

Contact us >Contact us >
 

Experience Easier Distance
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